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Abstract
In a recent paper Kachi and Tzermias give elementary proofs of four product for-
mulas involving ζ(3), pi, and Catalan’s constant. They indicate that they were not able
to deduce these products directly from the values of a function introduced in 1993 by
Borwein and Dykshoorn. We provide here such a proof for two of these formulas. We
also give a direct proof for the other two formulas, by using a generalization of the
Borwein-Dykshoorn function due to Adamchik. Finally we give an expression of the
Borwein-Dykshoorn function in terms of the “parameterized-Euler-constant function”
introduced by Xia in 2013, which happens to be a particular case of the “generalized
Euler constant function” introduced by K. and T. Hessami Pilehrood in 2010.
Keywords: zeta function, Catalan constant, Glaisher-Kinkelin constant, generalized
Euler constants, Borwein-Dykshoorn function
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1 Introduction
In a recent paper Kachi and Tzermias prove in an elementary way four nice formulas involving
















































































is the Catalan constant.
























Kachi and Tzermas indicate that they were not able to deduce any of the relations (1),
(2), (3), and (4) from [2] (where the authors give the values of D(a/b) for a integer and
b = 1, 2, 3), though, e.g., the constant eGπ occurs both in [2] and in [7]).
In this paper we give a direct proof of relations (3) and (4) using the function D(x).
(Actually we only need the values D(1) and D(1
2
).) We then use a function similar to D(x)










to prove directly relations (1) and (2). (Actually we only use the value E(1
2
).)
2 Formulas (3) and (4)
Proposition 1 Formulas (3) and (4) can be deduced directly from the values of the Borwein-
Dykshoorn function D(1) and D(1/2), and from classical results for the function Γ.
Proof.























= e (take the logarithm) it is clear that (4) is readily deduced















































































































































































































































































− ζ ′(−1)) where ζ is the Riemann




















)e 2Gπ − 12 .
Then, Euler’s reflection formula Γ(z)Γ(1 − z) = π/ sin(πz) (see, e.g., [10, Section 12-14])
yields the classical relations Γ(1/2) =
√










which is Formula (3). 
3 Formulas (1) and (2)
Proposition 2 Formulas (1) and (2) can be deduced directly from the value of the Adamchik
function E(1/2), and from classical results for the function Γ.





























. (It might be worth underlining that the first product
involves e−1/4 while the second product involves e1/4.) Since αn tends to e
1/2 (take the loga-



































































































































tends to 2e−3/2 when n tends to infinity (take the logarithm). We














































































































which is Formula (2). 
Remark 1 In [7] the authors note that multiplying Formulas (1) and (2) together and





2 · 442 · 662 · · · (2k)(2k)2



























11 · 36 · 51
) 4·5
27






The authors of [7] also note that Formula (3) is a rearrangement of a formula given by

















11 · 56 · 91
) 4
26











33 · 77 · 1111 · · · (4k − 1)4k−1










We thus see that both formulas in [4, Example 5.3] and [4, Example 5.5] can be deduced
from known values of the functions D and E in [2] and [1].
4 Conclusion









































































Now recall the definition of the “parameterized-Euler-constant function” γα(z) defined in





























Thus (with the same justification as in the proof of [9, Theorem 16]) we have the following





After having read a first version of this paper on ArXiv, K. Hessami Pilehrood indicated














This definition is [5, Relation (14)] (a, b positive integers, |z| ≤ 1), while [5, Theorem 1] gives
the analytic continuation of γa,b(z) for a, b positive reals and z ∈ C\ [1,+∞). It is clear that
γ1/α,1/α(z) = γα(z)
(the function on the left side is the one in [5], the one on the right side is the one in [11]).
Note that, in view of [5, Corollary 3] (see also [11, 3.6]), this gives an expression of D(x) in





and its derivatives. It
is then no real surprise that the quantities 7ζ(3)/4π2 and G/π also occur in Examples 2.2
and 2.3 of [4] in the relations
∂Φ
∂s











Remark 2 It is worth noting that Equation 3 (hence also Equation 4) can be proved directly
from the paper of Adamchik [1] by using a result of Choi and Srivastava [3]. Namely recall
that the Barnes function G(z) is defined by G(1) = 1 and G(z + 1) = G(z)Γ(z). Adamchik







































































































































2). This is clearly equivalent to Equation 3.
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